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Abstract
The structural composition and the properties of the first quantum spin-
orientation–dependent correction to synchrotron radiation power are discussed.
On the basis of spin mass renormalization it is shown that, in the conventional
sense, the Thomas precession is not a source of relativistic radiation. This
conclusion is in agreement with well-known statements on the spin dependence
of mass and purely kinematic origin of Thomas precession.
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At present, an analysis of the rst quantum corrections to the synchrotron radiation
power (SR) is especially topical, because at ultrahigh energy of electrons in modern
accelerators and storage rings, the radiation eects begin signicantly to influence
the dynamics and stability of electron beams.
We consider here polarization and spectral-angular properties of the rst quan-
tum spin-orientation{dependent correction to the synchrotron radiation power





















is the frequency of electron rotation, and  = 1. the dimensionless






























is Schwinger’s magnetic eld, 0 =
e0h
2m0c




is the four-dimensional electron acceleration, and e = −e0 > 0 is the
electron charge.
The rst quantum correction was theoretically calculated by I.M. Ternov, V.G.
Bagrov, and R.A. Rzaev (1964) [1]. The procedure for experimental observation
of the spin dependence of SR power was proposed by V.N. Korchuganov, G.N.
Kulipanov et al. in 1977, and the experiment itself was described in detail in [2]. In
1983, the rst quantum spin-orientation{dependent correction to the SR power was
experimentally detected at the Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Siberian Branch
of the USSR Academy of Sciences (Novosibirsk) [3]. Later it was found out [4] that
the correction is not simple in its structural composition. In the semiclassical theory,
it consists of two signicantly dierent components
Wem = −WSR = WemL +WemTh;
where WemL or WemTh is the spontaneous radiation power determined by the Larmor
or Thomas precession of the electron spin, respectively. However, the standard
classical radiation theory of relativistic magnetic moment conrms the result only
for the Larmor precession and don not include the contribution of the Thomas
precession. At the same time, all the properties of mixed emL-radiation in classical
and semiclassical theory completely coincide [5]. Here we try to answer the questions:
what is the emTh-radiation and why is it absent in the classical radiation theory of
the magnetic moment?
1
2 Semiclassical analysis of mixed radiation
In this section, we use the relativistic semiclassical radiation theory (Jackson’s
method [6], see also [7]). In comparison with the conventional quantum theory
of radiation, the method is more simple and more obvious, but at the same time it
reproduces all the results of the quantum theory.
In the semiclassical theory, the total interaction Hamiltonian has the form





where U^ inte = e0(β;
~A) describes the interaction of the electron charge with the
radiation eld via the vector potential ~A (ignoring the recoil eects), the other
terms correspond to the interaction of the electron magnetic moment with radiation
elds












σ; ~H0 ; (3)













[σ;β]; ~E0 : (4)
Here  = (g=2)0 is the total magnetic moment of the electron including anoma-
lous part, σ are the Pauli matrices, β = u=c, u is the electron velocity, ~E0 and ~H0
are the radiation elds in the rest frame of the electron.
It follows from (3) that U^ intmL describes the interaction of the total magnetic mo-
ment with the magnetic eld, whereas U^ intmTh in (4) corresponds to the interaction
induced by the Bohr magneton motion. One can show that in the former case, the
Larmor precession of the spin occurs, whereas in the latter case, the Thomas pre-
cession of the spin takes place. Physically speaking, this situation is quite obvious,
because the Dirac equation involves both interactions, whereas the anomalous part
of the Dirac-Pauli equation involves only the mL-interaction, in other words, the
anomalous magnetic moment undergoes no the Thomas precession.
Calculations of the matrix elements in the semiclassical theory shows that all the
mixed radiation is related to the transitions without a spin flip (see [8]). Omitting
details of calculations, we write out the spectral and angular distribution of - and
- components of mixed radiation:
dW σem
dy



































































,  = γ ,  is the angle between the direction of
radiation and the electron velocity, ~! is the radiation frequency.
One can obtain the total radiation power by integrating (5) over y or (6) over .
Taking into account the main term, which corresponds to the charge radiation but
without the recoil eects, we have























W = W σ +W pi = WSR
(







jg=2 = WSR (1−  cos ) : (7)
In the rst quantum correction to the SR power, we specially separate the terms
with the factor g=2 that correspond to the emL-radiation in the correction. The
next terms correspond to the emTh-radiation. At g = 2, we obtain well-known
result (1) for the Dirac electron [1]. It should be noted that at  = =2 (the spin
oriented in the orbital plane), the mixed radiation is absent.
3 Classical theory of mixed radiation
In the classical theory, the mixed radiation is calculated on the basis of the general
radiation theory of the relativistic magnetic moment (see [8]). In this section, we
use a somewhat dierent approach.
The energy-momentum density tensor of mixed radiation has the form
















Here tensors ~Hµνe and





































Here µν = (;) is the dimensionless antisymmetric spin tensor which satises the
condition µνvν = 0 and is related to the Frenkel intrinsic magnetic moment tensor
by the relationship Mµν = µν , ~rρ is the light-like position four-vector (charge-
observer), vρ = drρ=d is the four-dimensional velocity, the simbol  denotes the
proper time derivative.
3
Substituting these expressions into the four-dimensional momentum of radiation











vν is the unit spacelike four-























The same result was obtained by another method in [9] (see also [10] and works cited
in 8). Substituting here the solution of the spin equation in an uniform magnetic

















In the case of electron (e = −e0,  = −(g=2)0, ! = −!0), this result with











We see that the Thomas precession makes no contribution to the total radiation
power. At the same time, all the properties of the emL-radiation in classical and
quantum theories completely coincide [4, 5].
4 Physical interpretation of the results obtained
What is a reason for the discrepancy between the expression of the total radiation
power in classical and quantum (semiclassical) theories? The situation clears up
if we introduce an eective external eld Hµνeff . In this case, the equation of spin






























Equation (8) may be simplied using the spin vector ζ specied in the rest
frame and related to the components of the tensor µν by means of the Lorentz
transformation
µν =





In this representation, the interpretation of both terms in (9) becomes obvious:
dζ
dt
= [Ω; ζ]; Ω = ΩL + ΩTh;
ΩL = − eg
2m0c
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Thus, we obtained the well-known expression for the value of the Thomas precession
ΩTh.
It is noteworthy that in the classical theory the interaction of the magnetic
moment with the Thomas eld HµνTh is absent, that is,




whereas in both classical and quantum theories the interaction of the magnetic
moment with the Larmor eld assumes absolutely identical forms and hence, in
both theories the interaction has common origin (compare with (2a))
U intmL = −

2γ











The correspondence principle can be completely understood if we represent the
total radiation power in the semiclassical theory in a somewhat dierent manner
(compare with formulas (7) at  = 0):








































It should be noted that the term 1− 4
3
 cannot be associated with the polarization
of radiation. It can be included in WSR at the expense of spin renormalization of
the particle mass (see [8] pp.91-93). Indeed, according to the renormalization, the


































Hence we have the relationship W = W 0SR+WemL; from which it follows that classical
and quantum theories of mixed radiation are in full agreement. Moreover, this means
that the Thomas precession cannot be considered as a source of the SR power.
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